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ABSTRACT. The DMRT3 gene has been described as the main gene 
influencing gait in horses; however, most studies have examined its 
effects by comparing information from trotted and gaited individuals. 
Within the Brazilian Mangalarga Marchador breed, animals can 
present two types of gaits (marcha batida and marcha picada), which 
differ in the movement form – diagonal (marcha batida) or lateral 
(marcha picada). We examined a possible association of the 
g.22999655C>A DMRT3 SNP with the type of gait, in this two-gaits 
breed. The relationship between individuals was calculated for the 
two phenotypic groups, as well as the inbreeding coefficient and its 
trend over generations. The allelic and genotypic frequencies were 
estimated based on genotype data from 310 horses (205 marcha 
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batida; 105 marcha picada).Two threshold models were used to 
determine the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by 
DMRT3 genotypes. The average coancestry for animals with marcha 
batida was 0.04 ± 0.00, whereas in marcha picada it was 0.05 ± 0.01 
(higher than the population mean of 0.04 ± 0.00). The inbreeding 
coefficient was 1.71% and 3.48% for marcha batida and marcha 
picada animals, respectively. Effects of the DMRT3 gene ranged from 
9.94 to 10.77% (as a proportion of phenotypic variance) when 
included as an uncorrelated random effect and as a covariable, 
respectively. The genotypic frequencies of the DMRT3 and the 
patterns of kinship and inbreeding could be a result of selection in 
this breed, resulting in statistical confusion between the DMRT3 
effects and population structure. 
 
Key words: Kinship; Inbreeding; Variance explained; SNP effect; Gait 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Mangalarga Marchador is a Brazilian horse breed that originated from animals 

brought by the European colonizers and selected over the years for specific gait and 
morphological aspects (Mota and Prado, 2005). In 1949, the Brazilian Mangalarga 
Marchador horse breeders association (ABCCMM) was founded, and today this breed 
figures in the first position in the number of registered animals in Brazil. Recently, this 
breed was declared as “the national breed”. These horses are exported globally, achieving 
international importance (Fonseca et al., 2017). In the Brazilian Mangalarga Marchador 
breed, animals present two types of gaits, named marcha batida (MB) and marcha picada 
(MP), which differ in the movement form – diagonal or lateral, respectively. 

By definition, the gaits called “marcha” in Brazil are dissociated gaits, which are 
recognized by the moments of triple-limb support. The dissociation means that each limb is 
in a different phase during the locomotion of the horse. According to Nicodemus and 
Clayton (2003), both gaits in the Mangalarga Marchador are four-beat gaits; which can be 
understood as an accelerated form of walking. Due to this dissociation, gaited horses can 
perform various support types during locomotion, and some of these types are predominant 
in each gait. The time of diagonal support in the MB gait is longer than in MP. Whereas, in 
MP the lateral support is longer. Both of these gaits have triple-limb support interleaved 
with bipedal support. 

According to Manso Filho et al. (2015), in recent years distinct genes have been 
studied with the objective to assess the genetic origins of the types of gait. Among the most 
promising candidate genes, DMRT3 is described as responsible for influencing the patterns 
of left and right limbs, as well as thoracic and pelvic coordination (Andersson et al., 2012). 
Andersson et al. (2012), Promerová et al. (2014), and Patterson et al. (2015), reported that 
the mutant allele A of g.22999655C>A DMRT3 SNP is the most frequent in gaited horses, 
whereas in trot animals the wild variant (C) has a higher frequency. Moreover, allele A has 
been associated with good quality of pace and gait, when compared to animals with 
genotype CC (Andersson et al., 2012; Jäderkvist et al., 2015). 
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Recent studies (Promerová et al., 2014; Manso Filho et al., 2015; Patterson et al., 
2015; Pereira et al., 2016; Fonseca et al., 2017) reported genotypic and allelic frequencies 
for g.22999655C>A SNP, and found that marcha picada animals have a higher frequency of 
the A allele compared with animals exhibiting marcha batida. However, this relationship 
remains uncertain, and the genotypic frequencies observed suggest that although DMRT3 is 
associated with gait, it would not be the exclusive causative variant for the different types of 
gait in Mangalarga Marchador horses. To better understand its role, we examined the 
relationship between the DMRT3 gene and the type of gait in Mangalarga Marchador 
horses; we also investigated the patterns of kinship and inbreeding as a function of the 
observed phenotypes and genotypes. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Animals and pedigree 
 
Blood samples were collected from 310 horses (105 MP and 205 MB) in various 

properties (N =14) across São Paulo and Minas Gerais states in Brazil and during the 36th 

National Mangalarga Marchador show, attempting to assess the diversity of this breed in 
Brazil. This study was conducted according to ethical principles in animal experimentation 
(UNESP, Botucatu, Brazil; Approval number 29/2017). Pedigree information for all 
phenotyped individuals was collected from the public website of the ABCCMM. The 
complete pedigree file considered for this study contained 3,172 horses with an average 
relatedness of 0.007 (excluding self-relationships) and an average equivalent complete 
generation of 2.02 (maximum of 6.23). In total, the pedigree file contained 931 stallions and 
1880 mares, with an average number of progenies of 2.56 and 1.27 for stallions and mares, 
respectively. The average family size was 2.25; it ranged from 2 to 7 and the number of 
full-sib groups was 130. The number of animals per generation is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of Mangalarga Marchador horses per each generation of pedigree (P = parental generation – 
Founders; 0 = most recent generation). 
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The DNA was obtained for each animal with the Illustra Blood GenomicPrep Mini 
Spin Kit (GE Healthcare), following the manufacturer’s specifications. The concentration 
and purity were set to be 10 ng/µL and 1.7 (260/280 ratio), respectively. After DNA 
extraction, all animals were genotyped for the g.22999655C>A SNP by PCR-RFLP 
according to Pereira et al. (2016). 

Gait determination 
 
For each animal, the information on the type of gait was accessed by watching a 

video of the animal in motion (at liberty and mounted) and by documents of the records of 
the breeders showing the type of gait. The competition information on the ABCCMM 
website was checked to confirm the category in which the animal competes (MP or MB). 
The person who watched the filming was always the same, and the gait was confirmed by 
visually verifying that the displacement of the animal involved predominantly lateral (MP) 
or diagonal (MB) movements. 

Kinship, inbreeding, and allele frequencies 
 
The genetic relationship between phenotyped animals and the inbreeding coefficient 

(F) for each were calculated. The numerator relationship matrix (NRM, Emik and Terrill, 
1949; Henderson, 1975; Henderson, 1976) was constructed using the CFC software 
(Sargolzaei et al., 2006), showing the expectancy of genetic connection between all 
pedigreed individuals. Animals were grouped according to phenotype (MB or MP) and 
genotypes (AA, CA and CC), and kinship coefficients were calculated within and between 
groups. The F coefficient was used to identify possible trends of inbreeding over 
generations. Allelic and genotypic frequencies were estimated by counting alleles and 
genotypes within each phenotype group and divided by the total information, i.e., the total 
number of alleles (or genotypes). Additionally, the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test was 
performed for the genotypes. 

DMRT3 effect 
 
Two categorical threshold mixed models were proposed to estimate the effect of 

DMRT3 on the type of gait: 
 

푌 = 훽 퐴푔푒푐푙푎푠푠 + 훽 퐷푀푅푇3 + 퐹푎푟푚 + 푢 + 푒                (Eq. 1)                                                              
 

푌 = 훽 퐴푔푒푐푙푎푠푠 + 퐹푎푟푚 + 푢 + 퐷푀푅푇3 + 푒                 (Eq. 2)                                                                
 

where 훽  is the regression coefficient for the covariate 퐴푔푒푐푙푎푠푠 (class of age) in both 
models; 훽  is the regression coefficient of the 퐷푀푅푇3 genotype (coded as AA = 1, CA = 2 
and CC = 3) in model 1;	퐷푀푅푇3 genotype (identically coded) was treated as a random 
effect (model 2), with 퐷푀푅푇3	~	푁(0, 퐼휎 ); 퐹푎푟푚  represents the systematic fixed 
effect of the ith	퐹푎푟푚; 푢  represents the random effect of the jth animal, with variance as 
푢	~	푁(0,퐴휎 ), where A is the NRM and 푒 represents the random residual terms, in which 
푒	~	푁(0, 퐼휎 ). 
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The analyses were implemented using a Bayesian framework. Thus, inferences 
were made through the posterior distributions of the parameters. Based on the Bayes 
rule, the posterior density of unknown parameters is 푝(휃|푌) ∝ 푝(푌|휃)푝(휃), where 
휃	represents the collection of all unknown parameters in the models, 푝(휃) is the prior 
distribution for 휃, and	푝(휃|푌) is the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters. 
The joint prior distribution of the parameters was defined as: 
푝(휃) ∝ 푝(푢|휎 )푝(휎 )푝(휎 ), this is: 
푝(휃) ∝ 푁(푢|0,퐴휎 )푋 (휎 |푑푓 , 푆 )푋 (휎 |푑푓 , 푆 ), where 푋 (. |푑푓. , 푆.) is a scaled 
inverse 푋  distribution with 푑푓 and scale parameter 푆. 

Analyses were performed using the THRGIBBS 1F90 software (Misztal et al. 
2002); 2,000,000 of samples were generated in a single chain, assuming a burn-in 
period of 1,000,000 and a thinning interval of 100. Thus, all inferences were made over 
10,000 samples from the posterior distribution. Convergence of the MCMC chains was 
verified by applying the Geweke test (Geweke, 1992) and the Heidelberger-Welch test 
(Heidelberger and Welch 1983), using the ‘coda’ package (Plummer et al., 2006) from 
R Software (R Core Team, 2016). 

In the case in which DMRT3 genotypes were treated as a covariable (1), the 
proportion of phenotypic variance explained was calculated according to Shim et al. 
(2015): 

 

푃푉퐸 = ( )

( ) ( )
                                     (Eq. 3)                    

                                                           
were, 푃푉퐸 is the proportion of phenotypic variance explained; 훽 is the estimated 
coefficient for the effect of DMRT3; 푝 is the minor allele frequency for DMRT3; 푠푒 훽  
is the standard error for the estimated coefficient and 푁 is the sample size. 

In the case were DMRT3 genotypes were treated as an uncorrelated random 
effect (model 2) the proportion of phenotypic variance explained was calculated as: 

 

푃푉퐸 =                                                   (Eq. 4)                                                                                                                             

where 휎  is the estimated variance of the DMRT3 genotype; 휎  the additive 
genetic variance and 휎  is the residual variance. 

RESULTS 

Kinship, inbreeding and allele frequencies 
 
Graphical visualization of the NRM (data not shown) revealed differences between 

pairwise-relationships within gait groups. The average coefficients of co-ancestry, 
considering all pedigreed population and for animals without phenotypes were 0.04 ± 0.00 
and 0.06 ± 0.00, respectively. The only phenotypic group that presented a co-ancestry 
coefficient greater than the pedigreed sample average (0.05 ± 0.01) was the MP group 
(Table 1). 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the Mangalarga Marchador horse kinship coefficient. 

Set of Data Mean Min Max SD N 
Total Pedigree 0.04 9.54x10-07 1.06 0.06 3172 
Marcha Batida 0.04 3.81x10-06 0.97 0.07 205 
Marcha Picada 0.05 9.54x10-07 0.81 0.09 105 
Non-phenotyped 0.06 3.81x10-06 0.84 0.09 2862 
SD: standard deviation; N: number of animals. 

 
The mean F for MP and MB individuals was 3.48% and 1.71%, respectively. 

Differences in the average F between the two groups were significant based on the T-
test (P < 0.001). All inbred animals presented a decreasing trend for F, but these trends 
did not differ within each phenotypic group (Figure 2). Additionally, the proportion of 
animals in classes from 5 to 20% of F was greater in MP than in MB animals (Table 3). 

 
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the Mangalarga Marchador horse in breeding coefficient. 

Set of Data Mean Min Max SD % of total 
Total Pedigree 0.015 0.000 0.410 0.040 21.31 
Marcha Batida 0.017 0.000 0.410 0.050 40.49 
Marcha Picada 0.035 0.000 0.310 0.050 75.24 
Non-phenotyped 0.009 0.000 0.310 0.040 0.31 

 

 
Figure 2. Inbreeding trend over generations according to the type of gait and total or inbred Mangalarga 
Marchador horses. A: all marcha batida animals (P = 0.012); B: all marcha picada animals (P = 0.300); C: inbred 
marcha batida animals (P = 0.046) and D: inbred marcha picada animals (P = 0.045). 

 
Table 3. Number of Mangalarga Marchador horses per inbreeding category and percentage of each class. 

F categories (%) Total Pedigree Marcha Batida Marcha Picada 
N % of total N % of total N % of total 

0.00 to 2.50 2757 86.92 168 81.95 65 61.90 
2.50 to 5.00 85 2.68 14 6.83 11 10.48 
5.00 to 10.00 141 4.45 13 6.34 18 17.14 
10.00 to 15.00 99 3.12 5 2.44 7 6.67 
15.00 to 20.00 37 1.17 2 0.98 4 3.81 
20.00 to 25.00 4 0.13 1 0.49 0 0.00 
≥ 25.00 49 1.54 2 0.98 0 0.00 
Total 3172 100 205 100 105 100 
N: number of animals. 
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The observed frequency of the DMRT3 A allele for all phenotyped individuals was 
0.47 (Figure 3A); it was more frequent within the group of MP individuals (0.93). The C 
allele was at a higher frequency in MB animals (0.77), which was also higher than in all 
phenotyped individuals (0.53-Figure 3A). Genotypic frequencies were 0.33, 0.27 and 0.40 
(Figure 3B) for the AA, CA and CC genotypes, respectively (considering the data of all 
phenotyped animals). For the group of MB individuals, there was a higher frequency of 
heterozygous (0.34) and a very low frequency of homozygous AA (0.06) horses. Within the 
group of MP animals, the frequency of homozygous CC was zero, and homozygous AA 
was 0.87. Thus, the frequency of heterozygous CA was 0.13 (Figure 3B). The P-value for 
the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test (HWE) for all animals was P = 4.32 x 10-16; for the 
MP animals it was 1.00, and for MB animals it was 0.69. 

 

 
Figure 3. Allelic frequency of the g.22999655C>A SNP according to the type of gait and in the entire population 
(A); Genotypic frequencies of the g.22999655C>A SNP according to the type of gait and in the entire population 
(B). 

 
The average F was different among the genotypic groups within each gait type 

(Table 4). Whereas in the MP animals with AA genotype the F was 3.42%, in the MB 
animals with AA genotype it was 0.74%. The numbers of average equivalent generations 
were also different; in the MP animals with AA it was 1.83, and in the MB animals with CC 
genotype it was 4.55 (Table 4). The average kinship in the MP animals with CA genotype 
was 0.11, whereas it was 0.06 in the AA animals with the same gait. On the other hand, the 
AA animals exhibiting MB gait were the most related group, which could be due to sub-
families within the MB gait group. 

 
Table 4. Number of Mangalarga Marchador horses, percent inbreeding, average number of discrete generations 
and average kinship coefficient per genotype of DMRT3 and according to gait type. 

Gait Genotype N Inbreds F FI DGE f 

MP 
AA 91 66 3.42% 4.71% 1.83 0.06 
CA 14 12 3.85% 4.50% 4.27 0.11 
CC - - - - - - 

MB 
AA 12 5 0.74% 1.79% 3.47 0.12 
CA 70 33 2.62% 5.55% 3.55 0.04 
CC 123 85 1.28% 2.86% 4.45 0.03 

N = number of animals; Inbreds = number of inbred animals; F and FI = inbreeding coefficient over all 
animals and inbreds, respectively; DGE = average number of discrete generations and f = average kinship 
within the groups. 
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DMRT3 effect 
 
The graphical visualization of the trace plots for the two models did not present any 

trend or signs of non-convergence (data not shown). The Z-Scores of Geweke test for 휎 , 
휎 , ℎ , and 퐷푀푅푇3 posterior distribution ranged from -1.50 to 1.83. All estimates passed 
the Heidelberger-Welch stationary test (r-Lag50 –Heidelberger and Welch 1983). A higher 
Z-Score value (1.83) was observed for the effect of DMRT3 when it was treated as a 
covariable, also presenting an autocorrelation of 0.08, which was the greatest value 
observed for ther-Lag50. Posterior mean estimates (Highest-posterior density interval) for 
heritability were 0.45 (0.03-0.83) and 0.26 (0.00-0.28), for models 1 and 2, respectively. 
The proportions of phenotypic variance explained by the DMRT3 were similar, 10.77% e 
and 9.94%, when the genotypes were treated as a covariate and as a random effect, 
respectively (Table 5). 

 
Table 5. Posterior mean, median, highest-posterior density (HPD), Geweke’s test (Z-Score) and autocorrelation 
(r-Lag50) for the effect of DMRT3 genotypes according to the treatment (covariable or random effect). 

DMRT3 Mean1 Median1 HPD Interval1 Geweke Z-
Score r-Lag50 5% 95% 

Covariate 10.77 10.90 5.22 17.03 1.83 0.08 
Random effect 9.94 10.00 9.90 10.00 -1.08 -0.01 
1Values presented as a proportion of phenotypic variance. 

DISCUSSION 
 
As selection in the Mangalarga Marchador breed is mainly based on pedigree, the 

mating of important/champion animals and their relatives is a common practice among 
breeders. This fact may explain the observed differences of relatedness and F within each 
type of gait. As a consequence of inbred mating based on the type of gait, the two groups 
are separated in the population. 

The pattern of relatedness presented by MB animals could be associated with the 
great number of founders that also exhibited this same phenotype. The higher mean for the 
kinship in MP animals is related to the frequency of high relationship values within this 
group. The higher kinship values found in MP individuals has to do with present relatedness 
(more recent mating causing this kinship). Some breeders do prefer mating MB animals 
with MP (D. Zabotto Neto, Personal Communication, May 2017), which explains the 
genetic relatedness (0.03) between these groups. 

The mean F observed for the pedigree population that we examined (1.50%) was 
very close to estimates based on the complete population of this breed (Costa et al., 2005; 
DeAssis et al., 2009). This shows that the group we studied is a representative sample of the 
Mangalarga Marchador population. Average F in inbred animals (7.10%) was greater than 
found by these same authors, which resulted in some more inbred animals in the group we 
investigated, influencing the coefficient estimate. Higher F values in MP animals may have 
resulted from the higher frequency of pairwise-relationships, since this frequency is greater 
in MP than in MB animals. Patterson et al. (2015) reported higher values of inbreeding in 
MB animals (1.20%) and lower in MP individuals (0.16%), which was also reported by 
Manso Filho et al. (2015), who found 31.63% inbreeding in MB animals and 2.42% in MP. 
The higher values of F found in our study may also be associated with the presence of some 
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“elite” animals in the MP group, which increases F, since in this breed, in general, top 
animals are highly inbred. 

Since the trends were calculated within each gait group, the increase in inbreeding 
can be an alert for preferred mating for animals with the same gait. In other words, the 
increase in inbreeding implies an increase of the probability of related animals mating. If 
that relation is observed within each gait group, the preference for the same gait makes 
sense. This fact was not confirmed in MP animals, which presented the lowest trend (0.21 
gain in F per generation – which was not significant P > 0.05). The F trends in inbred 
individuals showed that F in MB animals (-0.35 F/generation) will take more time to 
decrease from a certain level, whereas in MP animals (-0.68 F/generation) this decrease is 
more accentuated, generation after generation, which may be related to a reduction of the 
number of highly inbred animals. 

As a consequence of this scenario (of kinship and inbreeding), the alleles that are 
related to the type of gait were differently fixed within each gait. The allele frequencies of 
DMRT3 found in this study were close to those reported by Promerová et al. (2014), Manso 
Filho et al. (2015), Patterson et al. (2015) and Fonseca et al. (2017), but the frequencies of 
CC genotypes in MB individuals were different 0.94, 0.85 and 0.93 (Manso Filho et al. 
2015; Patterson et al. 2015; Fonseca et al. 2017, respectively), which is a result of the high 
frequency of heterozygous CA that we found in the MB gait group. The higher frequency of 
the CA genotype observed in our study may be an indication of the diverse origin of the 
sampled animals, which were sampled not only from the national horseshow but from many 
properties (from São Paulo and Minas Gerais states of Brazil).  

We speculate that heterozygous animals presenting MB exist in the population, but 
due to a coincidence of sampling, they have not been adequately sampled. It is also 
plausible that animals with a specific genotype of DMTR3 have different quality gaits, so 
that they are not represented in the national competition and were not sampled by Patterson 
et al. (2015) and Fonseca et al. (2017). Another possibility is the fact that animals with 
specific DMRT3 genotypes prefer different types of gait at liberty (Staiger et al., 2016); this 
could be influenced by the evaluations of the gait of some sampled animals, which were 
evaluated at liberty. MB animals with AA genotype were found in our study, as previously 
observed by Manso Filho et al. (2015). 

A consequence of HWE is the independence of the alleles within genotypes while 
the allelic frequencies remain constant, the P-value found for the population suggests a 
dependency of the alleles within the genotypes. Also, it may be a consequence of a non-
random mating system, which would disseminate specific haplotypes (or alleles), increasing 
the frequency of the corresponding genotypes. The subpopulations of MP and MB animals 
were in HWE; however, when they were added together, they were not in HWE. The 
number of homozygotes was higher than expected. Consequently, heterozygotes were fewer 
in the total sample; this can indicate that selection within the MP animals is strongly related 
to the DMRT3 mutation. The selection based on the MP subpopulation probably is related to 
breeding animals selected based on phenotype and close relatives, increasing the 
relationship among the MP animals and as a consequence also increasing inbreeding. 

The average number of equivalent complete generations in the CA animals with MP 
gait may indicate that the high kinship in this group was created in past generations. In the 
same way, kinship among MP animals with the AA genotype was more recent, since the 
number of equivalent complete generations was the lowest value observed in our study. 
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This could be related to selection of MP animals; initially this was in the direction of the 
CA genotype; now the selection criterion is very closely related to the AA genotype. The 
numbers of complete generations being equivalent across the genotypes in the MB animals 
showed that the selection criterion on these animals is not related to one genotype. All 
kinship coefficients were related to past generations, and the low degree of kinship within 
each genotypic group may indicate the mating of animals from all genotypes. The high 
kinship among the MB animals with the AA genotype may indicate that these animals form 
a subfamily. 

Considering that all the horses had their phenotype defined, which was confirmed 
by watching a movie of their movement (always by the same person), we speculate that this 
is evidence confirming the hypothesis of Patterson et al. (2015), who indicated that DMRT3 
is associated with but does not completely determine the type of gait in Mangalarga 
Marchador horses. 

The parameter estimates showed that gait type in Mangalarga Marchador horses has 
a low to moderate heritability, suggesting genetic determination. The effects of DMRT3 
genotypes were very strong for this trait, though this may be a function of genotypic 
frequencies, due to inbreeding and kinship, since the differences in the proportions of 
homozygous (AA/CC) and heterozygous (CA) individuals in each phenotypic group was 
more related to the patterns of kinship and inbreeding than to gait type. 

A strong influence of the DMRT3 gene on gait traits has been reported by various 
researchers (Fegraeus et al., 2015; Jäderkvist et al., 2015b; Ricard, 2015; Negro Rama et al., 
2016), who found that some genotypes could also be related to better performance (AA, 
Fegraeus et al., 2015), trot at liberty (CC and CA, Jäderkvist et al., 2015) and negative 
effects on racing traits (CC, Ricard, 2015), explaining around 0.30 to 1.67% of additive 
genetic variance (Negro Rama et al., 2016). 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We found that, despite the important role played by the DMRT3 gene in the 

coordination of the members of horses; its effects on the type of gait in Mangalarga 
Marchador breed are not yet clear. There is a pattern of kinship and inbreeding that could be 
affecting the genotypic frequencies of this gene. Marcha batida animals have higher 
frequencies of CC and CA genotypes of the DMRT3 gene; our study is the first that found a 
high frequency of genotype CA in this gait group phenotype. The genotypic frequencies of 
DMRT3 and the patterns of kinship and inbreeding could be a result of selection on this 
breed, causing statistical confusion between DMRT3 effects and population structure. 
Future studies of a genome-wide association between genetic markers and the type of gait 
could help explain how this trait is genetically determined. 
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